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This study examined the impact of cooperative learning activities on student achievement and attitudes in large-enrollment (>250) introductory biology classes. We found that students taught using a cooperative learning approach showed greater improvement in their knowledge of course material compared with students taught using a traditional lecture format. In addition, students viewed cooperative learning activities highly favorably. These findings suggest that encouraging students to work in small groups and improving feedback between the instructor and the students can help to improve student outcomes even in very large classes. These results should be viewed cautiously, however, until this experiment can be replicated with additional faculty. Strategies for potentially improving the impact of cooperative learning on student achievement in large courses are discussed.

INTRODUCTION

Most people would agree that one of the best formats for teaching is one-to-one interaction between an instructor and student. In this setting, continuous feedback is possible, enabling the student to work at his/her own pace and level and for the instructor to tailor the lesson to each student’s individual needs. Close interaction with the instructor also helps to engage students and encourages them to become an active partner in the learning process (Bloom, 1984).

Unfortunately, large class sizes and the many demands placed on instructors make it difficult to devote even small amounts of time to single students. The reality is that many college-level science classes are taught almost exclusively using a lecture format even though lectures by themselves are relatively ineffective at engaging students and promoting learning (Bransford et al., 1999; Powell, 2003; Handelsman et al., 2004). Therefore, a significant challenge facing many instructors today is how to help students learn in situations where it is not possible to interact with them on an individual level. One partial solution to this dilemma that has grown in prominence over the past few decades is the use of cooperative learning strategies.

Cooperative learning encompasses a variety of approaches that encourage students to work together in small groups to achieve success rather than compete for a grade. Collaborating in this manner encourages students to take responsibility for their own learning and provides a non-threatening environment in which they can receive help from their peers. Students who provide help to others actually clarify their own knowledge of the concepts they are trying to explain and construct a more elaborate and sophisticated understanding of the material themselves. Conversely, the students who receive individualized attention fill in gaps in their knowledge and correct their misconceptions. When explaining a concept, students may also use terms or examples that differ from the instructor’s and that other students may find more familiar. Lastly, cooperative learning can make large classes less impersonal and can increase participation, especially by quieter students. Increased participation can, in turn, help the instructor identify those topics that need further exploration (Lord, 1994; Cooper, 1995; Webb et al., 1995; Johnson et al., 1998).

Using cooperative learning as a teaching tool is not new, and research comparing the effectiveness of this method with individual/competitive learning approaches has been carried out since the 1800s. A review of 168 studies involving college-aged students from 1924 to 1997 reported that cooperative learning promoted greater achievement than competitive or individual approaches over a wide range of measures (acquisition, retention, and accuracy of knowledge), skills (reading, writing, math, etc.), and tasks (knowledge vs. activities). In addition, cooperative learning also helped students become more aware of their own knowledge (metacognition) and improved relationships among students, self-esteem, social skills, and attitudes toward the course (Johnson et al., 1998). In a meta-analysis of more
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recent studies that examined cooperative learning in college science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) courses, Springer et al. (1999) found that this approach had a significant positive effect on achievement, persistence, and attitude. In addition, the impact of cooperative learning on achievement was consistent regardless of the STEM fields involved, the method used to assign groups, group composition (male/female), or the type of group learning that was used.

Although cooperative learning is generally considered an effective teaching strategy, not all reviews of this approach are completely positive. For example, reviews of problem-based learning (PBL) curricula at medical schools, a version of cooperative learning that asks students to work in small groups to solve problems, have found that these programs have had relatively little impact on student achievement or problem-solving skills. In fact, although PBL appeared to promote independent and deeper study skills, in some cases it appeared to have a negative impact on content learning (Albanese and Mitchell, 1993; Berkson, 1993; Vernon and Blake, 1993; Colliver, 2000; Colliver et al., 2003). Despite these potential drawbacks, however, students generally viewed the use of PBL in medical school programs favorably (Albanese and Mitchell, 1993).

Most research examining cooperative learning and achievement in science courses has examined the effectiveness of this strategy in relatively small classes (<100 students). Few studies have looked at large university courses that can enroll hundreds of students in a single section. Furthermore, schools that have used cooperative learning in large classes have often relied on additional classroom support (Posner and Markstein, 1994; Klionsky, 1998; Udovic et al., 2002; Anderson et al., 2005). Unfortunately, many schools do not have the resources to hire additional personnel. Also, although cooperative learning had a positive impact on student learning in these studies, it cannot be ruled out that students may have performed better in these classes, in part, because of the additional resources that were available.

Results from studies in which cooperative learning was incorporated into large classes without additional personnel is mixed. Either 1) no effect on student achievement was seen (Pukila, 2004), 2) the impact of these activities was lower than detected in smaller classes (Hake, 1998), or 3) it was difficult to distinguish between individual and group performance (Hanshaw, 1982; Rao and DiCarlo, 2000; Zimbardo et al., 2003). One exception was a study by Ebert-May et al. (1997) in which formal cooperative groups were incorporated into moderately large class sections (140 students). At the end of the course, students in the cooperative learning sections had higher self-efficacy about doing, analyzing, and explaining science than students in traditional classes of similar size. The cooperative learning students also performed just as well as the traditional class on questions dealing with content knowledge. A subsequent experiment examining cooperative learning in a very large class (450 students) using informal groups found that student participation, attendance, and satisfaction with the course increased but did not examine student performance (Ebert-May et al., 1997).

Research Question
In this study we wanted to examine the impact of cooperative learning activities, designed so they could be administered by just one individual even in a very large course (>250 students per section), on student learning outcomes. We hypothesized that cooperative learning would improve retention and understanding of course material. To determine if this was the case, we compared the performance of students taught using a cooperative learning or a traditional lecture format on traditional exams. In addition, we examined students’ perceptions of the activities used in the cooperative learning sections using surveys and attendance records.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participants and Classroom Setting
All of the participants in the study were enrolled in a first semester Introductory Biology course taught in the spring of 2004 and spring of 2005. The goal for this course is for students to develop a conceptual understanding of basic biology and to be able to apply their understanding to solve biological questions. Topics covered during the semester included biochemistry, cell biology, reproduction, genetics, and evolution. This Introductory Biology course is designed for non-science majors and, from previous surveys, we know that the vast majority of students who take the class do so primarily to meet a university graduation requirement. Approximately two-thirds of the students (68%) were in their first 2 yr of study and more than 71% report that previously they had attended at least one other college-level science course.

Each section of Introductory Biology had an initial enrollment of more than 300 students, with the exception of one section in the spring of 2004 that had a beginning enrollment of 289. During the semester, the sections met for three 50-min sessions or two 75-min sections per week (two sections of each). All lecture sections met in the same classroom equipped with stadium-style seating. Approximately two-thirds of the students in the lecture portion of the course also enrolled in an optional 2-h weekly laboratory section.

The students were free to enroll in any section of the course offered each semester. No information regarding the format of instruction was provided before the start of classes. On the first day of class, the researchers explained the goals of the study to the students and requested their participation. Students were informed about the requirements to take part in the study and were given the option to sign consent forms. No incentives were offered for participation.

Classroom Instruction and Activities
The Introductory Biology classes were taught by two instructors who each have 10+ yr experience teaching introductory biology and 5–10 yr teaching the specific course used for this study. Both instructors were working to incorporate cooperative learning strategies into their classes for the previous 2 yr. In the spring of 2004, each instructor taught two sections of the course, one using a traditional lecture format and one using a format that incorporated group activities and cooperative learning strategies. In the spring of 2005, the instructors again taught two sections of the course each but used a cooperative learning format exclusively.

In the cooperative learning sections, the instructors used the random number generator function in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA) to assign students to 50 groups of 6–8 students during the second week of class. Special needs students and other individuals who had a valid reason for sitting in a particular location in the classroom were asked to contact the instructor in the first week of class. Students were given a handout with their group assignment
and a seating chart the first week that group activities were used. Students were asked to sit with their groups in designated areas for the remainder of the course. No formal instruction was given on how to carry out group activities. However, the instructor pointed out at the beginning of the semester that each person evaluates his or her peers at the end of the term for how well they contributed to the functioning of the group. Contributing to group function was defined to include the following: preparation for class, willingness to speak up during group activities as well as to ask and answer each others’ questions, and to show respect and consideration for other group members and their ideas. In the traditional lecture sections no groups were assigned, and students were allowed to choose their own seats.

Instruction in the cooperative learning sections was carried out using short PowerPoint (Microsoft) lectures interspersed with multiple-choice questions posed to the students. No points were associated with these questions, and at least two or more questions were posed each class period. Most questions were designed to require the students to apply their understanding of a concept to a problem or situation. (For examples of the questions used during class, see Appendix A in the Supplemental Materials.) Students were given time to discuss possible answers in their groups, after which a single group answer was submitted using the Interpersonal Personal Response System “clickers” that were given to each group at the beginning of the class. Pickup and return was facilitated using a box in which the clickers could be stored in numbered slots corresponding to the different groups. After the groups submitted their responses, the instructor displayed a summary of their answers to the class. The instructor then solicited the class to explain why they chose particular answers in order to reveal students’ thought processes and to uncover misconceptions.

Several topics were covered during the semester using a pseudo-case format that organized the concepts taught around a central storyline. Example cases include the following:

- A murder in which the students need to understand DNA structure and replication, PCR, gel electrophoresis, and DNA fingerprinting to convict or release a suspect (Brickman, 2005).
- A malpractice trial involving a case of Down syndrome in which the students must understand chromosome structure and function, mitosis, and meiosis in order to determine the guilt or innocence of a doctor.
- A genetic testing case in which the students must understand DNA structure and function, transcription and translation, and the nature of mutations in order to determine if a patient carries a mutation for the disease phenylketonuria.

In addition to their textbook, students were provided with a study guide through WebCT courseware (Blackboard, Phoenix, AZ) that contained an outline of major concepts including images and animations.

Instruction in the traditional lecture classes covered the same topics using the same PowerPoint lectures and course materials as in the cooperative learning sections. The primary difference between the lecture and cooperative learning classes was that instead of initially encouraging the students to work on questions in groups, the instructor worked through each problem in front of the class. In addition, students in the traditional section were given individual quizzes only and did not participate in group quizzes (see below).

**Assessment of Content Learning**

We examined the relative impacts of traditional lecture and cooperative learning approaches on student learning using the sections of the course taught in the spring of 2004. To examine whether the cooperative learning (treatment groups) and traditional lecture (control groups) sections were equivalent before the study, the students were given a survey at the beginning of the semester asking them to provide demographic information regarding their gender, self-reported grade point average (GPA), and previous college science courses taken. The survey also asked 15 multiple-choice questions corresponding to topics to be covered during the upcoming semester and similar in format to content questions on typical exams.

Because of the large size of the classes and limited instructional personnel, student performance in the lecture portion of the course was determined using machine-graded, multiple-choice exams including six quizzes (15 questions each), a cumulative midterm exam (50 questions), and a cumulative final exam (80 questions). The quizzes and midterm exams in the separate sections used different questions, but the instructors strove to ensure that the tests dealt with the same concepts and were of the same level of difficulty. We administered the same final exam to all sections.

In the lecture-only sections, students completed each quiz just one time. In the cooperative learning sections, the students completed each quiz individually, turned in the exam, and then retook the same quiz with their groups (modified from Michaelson et al., 1985). The students needed to discuss each question and come to a consensus regarding the appropriate answer in order to fill out a single answer sheet that they would turn in as a group. The group quiz scores could contribute up to one-third of each individual’s total quiz score.

Test periods were the only times during which additional personnel were used to support the instructor. This was true for both the cooperative learning and traditional lecture sections. In both cases, graduate students served as proctors to help distribute and collect the exams as well as monitor the students while the exam was in progress.

To encourage participation and prevent “free-riding” during the group tests and classroom activities, each student was asked to evaluate the other members of their group on how well they contributed to group functioning (modified from Herreid, 2001; see Appendix B in the Supplemental Material). Peer evaluation results were used to determine how many group quiz points (see below) each student would receive. If a student received an average score of 80% from their peers, that student would receive 80% of their group’s test points. The instructor reserved the right to overrule any peer evaluation score if it appeared to be inaccurate or inappropriate such as when evaluations have been biased because of personality conflicts.

We measured student achievement in five ways: 1) individual performance on in-class exams excluding the final exam, 2) individual performance on a cumulative final exam, 3) performance on questions requiring factual recall, 4) a conceptual understanding of course material, and 5) relative improvement from the beginning to the end of the semester. To determine performance on questions requiring different levels of cognition (Areas 3 and 4), we categorized the questions from the final exam according to the type of knowledge demonstrated in agreement with Bloom’s taxonomy (Krathwohl, 2002). The questions on the final exam were ranked by the two instructors for the course. Agreement on the categorization of a question was resolved by discussion and re-evaluation of the specific questions involved. Of the 80 questions on the final exam, 32 demonstrated simple recall of information and 48 demonstrated comprehension or the ability to apply knowledge to a novel situation. Relative improvement from the beginning to the end of the semester (Area 5) was determined by subtracting each student’s percent score on the pretest administered on the first day of class from the percent score on the cumulative final exam.

**Student Attendance and Perceptions**

To determine if the instructional method used affected classroom attendance, we photographed the sections taught in the spring of 2004 multiple times during the semester (6 times by instructor 1 and 18 times by instructor 2). Students in each photograph were visually counted.

At the end of the spring 2004 semester, both instructors received numerous favorable comments regarding the instructional approach used in the cooperative learning sections. To more accu-
rately measure students’ views regarding this approach, we admin-
istered a survey to four sections of the Introductory Biology course
at the end of the spring 2005 semester. All four of these sections
used cooperative learning in a format identical to that of the treat-
ment sections in spring of 2004.

Data Analysis

Difference before the Study. To evaluate the difference among stu-
dents of different sections before this study, we compared the
students’ self-reported GPA, the number of previous college science
courses taken (ScienceCourse hereafter), gender composition, and
biological knowledge at the beginning of the semester (referred to as
Pretest hereafter) between the treatment and the control groups.
Self-reported GPA was used as a measure of the students’ overall
academic achievement and accurately reflects students’ actual GPA
(Cassady, 2001). Because of limitations inherent to the machine-
graded forms used to collect survey data, prior GPA was divided
into five levels representing the numerical values of 0–1.6, 1.7–2.2,
2.3–2.8, 2.9–3.4, and 3.5–4.0, respectively. GPA and ScienceCourse
were analyzed using a nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test (using
Proc NPAR1WAY in SAS, 1999) because the distributions of these
two measurements do not conform to normality and none of the
commonly used transformation methods was able to achieve the
normality assumption required by more conventional analytical
methods such as ANOVAs. Gender, recorded as 0 for females and
1 for males, was analyzed using a logistic regression approach (Proc
CATMOD in SAS, 1999). The pretest scores were analyzed using an
ANOVA approach (Proc GLM in SAS, 1999).

Even though the students were self-enrolled into these sections
and we did not expect the sections to differ from one another before
the study, results of the above analyses did reveal some significant
differences in regards to GPA and previous science credits (see
more details in Results). To evaluate if any differences observed
between the treatment and control groups were due to these pre-
existing differences, we included gender, GPA, and previous scien-
tific courses as covariates in the analyses of student performance.
We carried out an ANOVA to analyze whether instructor, experi-
mental treatments, and their interaction terms affected the student
attendance in the sections used in this study.

Because attendance was determined as the percentage (%) of
the students present on each of the days in which photographs were
taken, the data were transformed using the following equation:
attendance = arcsine [square root (attendance in %/100)]. This
transformation helped satisfy the normality assumption of
ANOVA. In the tables, we report the average attendance in % to
allow easy assessment for the readers.

Performance Measurements. To evaluate the effect of treatment on
performance measurements, we carried out an analysis of covari-
ance (ANCOVA hereafter) for each measurement. Treatment (coop-
erative learning vs. control), Instructor, and their interaction were
included as the main effects in these analyses along with the covari-
ates described in the previous paragraph. The residuals of these
analyses were normally distributed.

In addition to the above measurements of student performance
during the semester, we also wanted to examine whether “improve-
ment” in students’ biological knowledge during the semester was
influenced by the type of instruction they experienced. To achieve
this goal, we carried out a similar ANCOVA analysis as the one
described in the last paragraph but used the difference between
final exams scores and the pretest scores (both evaluated as %
correct answers) as the response variable.

RESULTS

Differences before the Study

No significant difference was seen between the experimental
and control sections in regards to their performance on the
pretest, indicating that students in the different sections had
similar levels of biology knowledge at the beginning of the
class. The individual sections did differ somewhat in re-
grards to their gender ratios. All sections were female biased
with treatment section 1 (taught by instructor 1) having the
highest female ratio (71.8%), whereas the control section 1
had the lowest (53.7%). When examined together, the treat-
mant sections had a slightly higher percentage of females
(64.7%) than the controls (57.8%; Table 1).

The treatment and control sections differed significantly in regards to their self-reported GPA ($\chi^2 = 18.54$, d.f. = 1,
$P < 0.001$). This difference was due mainly to a particularly
low GPA for the control section 1 (3.80 vs. $\geq 4.2$ in the other
three sections). Students in the control group also took
slightly more science courses than the treatment group be-
fore this study, but the two groups did not differ significa-
tly ($\chi^2 = 3.69$, d.f. = 1, $P = 0.055$; Table 1).

Student Performance

Student performance on questions demonstrating compre-
hension of course material was significantly affected by the
Instructor (Table 2). Sections taught by instructor 2 tended to
have higher scores on conceptual questions than sections
 taught by instructor 1 (Figure 1D). In addition, there was a
significant interactive effect between Instructor and Experi-
mental Treatment for three of the five performance mea-
 sures examined (Table 2). More specifically, the control sec-
tion taught by instructor 1 performed significantly worse
than the treatment section on the final exam as well as on
questions requiring factual knowledge and comprehension.
The reverse trend was seen for these measures in the treat-
ment and control sections taught by instructor 2 though the
differences between these two sections were not significant
(Figure 1B, C and D).

When we compared the final exam and pretest scores, we
found that students in the cooperative learning sections
showed significantly more improvement than students in
the control sections (Table 2 and Figure 1E). On average,
the control sections showed a 44.7% improvement in score,
whereas the treatment sections improved by 47.6%. This
effect was consistent across instructors as indicated by a
nonsignificant interaction between the instructor and the
experimental treatment.

Lastly, student performance on all five measures exam-
ined was significantly influenced by prior GPA (Table 2).

Student Attendance and Perceptions

Average classroom attendance was significantly higher in
the cooperative learning sections relative to the controls ($P <
0.001$, Table 1). Attendance was particularly low in control
section 1. This section also showed a substantially higher
dropout rate than the other three sections (11.9 vs. <5%).

When students in the spring 2005 semester were surveyed
regarding the instructional methods used for cooperative
learning, the response was highly favorable (Table 3). Stu-
dents indicated that the group activities and tests helped
them understand the course material better. More than 92% of
the students indicated that the cooperative learning strat-
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DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to examine the impact of cooperative learning strategies on student achievement and attitudes in a very large introductory biology class. In particular, we wanted to determine if activities designed such that a single instructor could administer them would help students learn the course material better than a traditional lecture format.

We found that, although overall test scores did not differ significantly between the treatment and control groups, students in the cooperative learning sections showed greater improvement from the beginning to the end of the semester than students taught using a traditional lecture approach. This finding suggests that cooperative learning activities can improve student outcomes even in very large classes. However, the difference in improvement observed was fairly small (a 3.2% difference in the improvement), indicating that the impact of cooperative learning was relatively weak though statistically significant. In addition, instructor and treatment interacted strongly for three of the five performance measures examined, suggesting that these results

Table 1. Gender ratio, prior GPA, number of other science courses taken, attendance, and withdrawals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Four individual sections</th>
<th></th>
<th>Combined treatment and control sections</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Instructor 1</td>
<td>Instructor 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (% female)</td>
<td>71.8</td>
<td>53.7</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPAb</td>
<td>4.26 (0.05)</td>
<td>3.80 (0.06)</td>
<td>4.27 (0.05)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other science</td>
<td>0.88 (0.06)</td>
<td>1.11 (0.07)</td>
<td>1.01 (0.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretest (out of 15 pts)</td>
<td>4.83 (0.13)</td>
<td>4.85 (0.17)</td>
<td>5.02 (0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attendance (%)</td>
<td>70.2 (3.04)</td>
<td>46.0 (3.04)</td>
<td>69.6 (1.81)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Withdrawals (%)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values are means with the SEMs in parentheses.

a P values are for the difference between combined Treatment and Control sections.

b GPA was divided into 5 categories: 1 = 0–1.6; 2 = 1.7–2.2; 3 = 2.3–2.8; 4 = 2.9–3.4; and 5 = 3.5–4.0.

egies should be used in other classes. When asked to respond to the prompt, “Feel free to comment on the course or offer suggestions on how the course could be improved,” students most frequently remarked that the cooperative learning activities helped them to understand the material better and that group work made the class more personal and enjoyable. They also indicated that using the clickers encouraged them to interact more effectively with their groups and that the problems they were asked to work on forced them to think about and apply the concepts they were trying to learn. Several students indicated that the group tests encouraged them to prepare more rigorously than they might have otherwise. Students who viewed cooperative learning less favorably appeared to do so primarily because they did not like being randomly assigned to groups or indicated that their groups were dysfunctional in some manner. Others did not like evaluating their peers or being evaluated by them. Very few students indicated that they did not like group work or found it unhelpful (Table 4).

Table 2. Student performance on questions demonstrating comprehension of course material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sources of variation</th>
<th>ANCOVA of performance measurementsa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Test average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d.f.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Main effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>2.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructor × Experiment</td>
<td>2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPA</td>
<td>4.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sciences</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values reported are the F statistics and corresponding P values for significance tests in the analyses of covariance (ANCOVA).

a ANCOVA revealed a strong interaction between Instructor and Experimental treatments on three of the five performance measurements taken. The Control and Treatment sections taught by Instructor 1 differed significantly but not the sections taught by Instructor 2. Prior GPA showed a strong effect on overall performance of the students in this study.

b Experimental treatment had a significant effect on students’ improvement in their performance.
provide preliminary evidence only until the study is replicated with a larger cohort of instructors.

A factor that may have influenced the outcome of this study is the manner in which content learning was measured. Cooperative learning activities are proposed to encourage a deeper understanding of course material and promote higher-level thinking skills (Cooper, 1995; Anderson et al., 2005; Cortright et al., 2005). As is common in many large science classes, personnel limitations demanded that the classes examined in this study use multiple-choice exams as a primary means of evaluating students’ understanding of course content. However, Darling-Hammond et al. (1995) have argued that multiple-choice exams are not an effective tool for evaluating higher-order thinking skills, and it is possible that greater differences existed among students in our study than could be detected by our assessment method. Indeed, the effect of PBL, as well as other instructional approaches thought to promote higher levels of cognition, has been found to depend on the type of assessment used (Boyles et al., 1994; Hand et al., 2002; Gijbels et al., 2005). Future experiments that examine cooperative learning should address this issue by incorporating questions that more effectively measure higher-order thinking skills into the assessments used.

When asked to comment on instruction of the cooperative learning sections, students viewed the methods used very positively. Most felt that this approach helped them to understand the material better as well as made the course more interesting, personal, and enjoyable. The students also appeared to sense a greater level of support for their learning through interactions with their peers. Very few students felt that group work was unhelpful. This finding is noteworthy because student attitude is considered to be an important component of overall engagement (National Research Council, 2004). Students who find a course more interesting and enjoyable and who feel they are supported are more likely to invest more effort into the course, potentially leading to improved learning outcomes (Marks, 2000; Handelsman et al., 2005; Robbins et al., 2006). This study suggests that, even in very large classes and with minimal personnel, it is possible to implement cooperative learning activities and that students find groups enjoyable and useful. However, additional studies are necessary in order to determine if these activities improve student engagement relative to a traditional lecture format.

### Figure 1

No significant difference was observed between the treatment and control sections in regards to their (A) test average, (B) final exam, (C) factual questions, or (D) conceptual questions scores. The treatment sections demonstrated significantly more improvement from the beginning to the end of the semester (E) than the control sections (P = 0.01, Table 2). The letters above each column indicate results of pairwise comparisons between sections. Sections that share the same letter do not differ significantly from one another. Bars, ± 1 SE for the least-square means for each section derived from the ANOVA.

### Table 3

Response to questions by students in the spring 2005 semester who were taught using a cooperative learning approach

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. The group tests helped me correct my confusion and misunderstanding about the material.</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. My understanding of the material increased due to my group’s discussion of the quiz questions.</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Would you recommend group testing be used in your other classes?</td>
<td>Yes (92%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Questions 1 and 2 were scored using a Likert Scale ranging from strongly agree (2) to strongly disagree (−2).
Cooperative learning activities potentially have a reliable and robust impact on achievement in large classes. How might this be accomplished? Slavin (1996) argued that cooperative activities are most likely to promote learning gains when students are rewarded for their participation and when group performance is measured as the sum of each member’s individual performance rather than through a single group product. When a single product is submitted by the entire group, there is little incentive for the group to ensure that each member fully understands the concepts involved, and it is possible for a single individual to contribute most of the work/knowledge necessary for everyone to obtain a good grade. This type of behavior is especially likely with high-stakes assessments (James, 2006), and evidence that it may have occurred in this study can be seen in the student surveys. As one student commented, “I feel those people who knew the answers consistently knew them for each test and just told the rest of the group what those were instead of more of a collaborative group effort.”

The group activities we used may have had a more significant impact if rewards for cooperative work were based on the average of each member’s individual performance rather than on a consensus answer. This would have provided a greater incentive for group members to explain the concepts to one another and help each member perform to his or her maximum ability. One potential problem with this approach, however, is that it may also lead to greater dissatisfaction among some students because their personal grades would become partially dependent on the performance of others.

Another way in which the cooperative learning approach used in this study might be improved is to provide students with training in effective group interactions and learning strategies. The debate of ideas within groups, referred to as argument, ideally promotes learning by helping students...
become more aware of their own level of understanding (metacognition) and by forcing them to reconsider their ideas in response to alternative and potentially conflicting views (social constructivism). College students frequently display relatively weak metacognitive and argument skills (Kuhn, 1993; Pintrich, 2002), thus these strategies need to be explicitly taught in order for students to use them effectively (Penrose, 1992; Moore, 1993; Mason, 1996; Zohar and Nemet, 2002; Kuhn and Udell, 2003; Osborne et al., 2004). It is possible that instructing students on the use of argument and on how and when to use metacognitive strategies would make cooperative learning more effective at promoting learning. In support of this possibility, studies have found that students receiving metacognitive training outperformed students who did not (Meloth and Deering, 1992; Mevarech, 1999; Kramarski et al., 2001; Zohar and Nemet, 2002). Indeed, cooperative groups that did not receive such training performed similarly to students who studied individually (Kramarski and Mevarech, 2003).

CONCLUSIONS

The results of this study indicate that a cooperative learning approach helped students improve their knowledge of course material slightly better than a traditional lecture format. In addition, students viewed cooperative learning activities favorably, raising the possibility that this approach may improve student engagement. These findings suggest that encouraging students to work in small groups and improving feedback between the instructor and the students can help to improve student outcomes even in very large-enrollment classes.

Confirmation of these preliminary results will occur when this experiment is replicated with additional faculty. In addition, students have the potential to increase the impact of cooperative learning in large classes by working to learn together but they need explicit instruction and training about group interactions.
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